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T1, T2 and T3 Obstruction controller range launch
Somerville, Victoria, Australia – 6 October 2020 – Introducing Avlite’s obstruction controller range. Our
new T1, T2 and T3 controllers are designed for standard obstruction light layouts. These new controllers
are easy to buy and install, making marking your obstructions simple.
The T1, T2 and T3 controllers include best-in-class system power draw. This allows tower owners to utilise
solar for locations lacking reliable or cost-effective access to regular utility power. The range includes:
•
•
•

AV-OL-CTRL-T1: turn-key system designed for one Dual Low Intensity Light.
AV-OL-CTRL-T2: turn-key system designed for a Medium Intensity and three Low Intensity Lights.
AV-OL-CTRL-T3: turn-key system designed for a Combined Medium Intensity and three Low
Intensity Lights.

A range of accessories are available including brackets, cable and junction boxes. Companies, contractors
and governments can now quickly and easily purchase all obstruction lighting components from a single
source. This simplifies the ordering process.
Our dedicated Solutions Engineering team has developed the Avlite Obstruction controller range as part of
our Standard controller range. This includes thorough testing for reliably manufactured and tested
controllers.
Michael Walker, Head of Global Sales, Marketing and Digital, explained that the release of Obstruction
controllers is an important step that helps make Avlite a turn-key obstruction solution manufacturer.
“Avlite has invested heavily in our Obstruction lighting and understand the market demands feature-rich
products with turn-key capabilities. We are proud to offer the three new obstruction controllers - T1, T2 and
T3. These neatly complement further product releases we look forward to sharing soon,” said Walker.
Click here to learn more about how our Obstruction Lighting controllers can make your installation easier.
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Company Information
Avlite Systems is a world-class aviation lighting systems manufacturer providing turnkey solutions for
defence, government, civil and humanitarian aid applications in the most remote, toughest environments.
Avlite’s commitment to research and development, product innovation and agile manufacturing continues
to make us an industry leader in aviation lighting while being environmentally responsible by providing
clean, green, renewable energy sources with a minimal environmental footprint.
For more information about Avlite Systems, please visit our website at www.avlite.com email
info@avlite.com or call International +61 (0)3 5977 6128, Americas on +1 (603) 737-1311 and United Kingdom
+44 (0) 1502 588026 -ENDFollow Avlite

